Molecular structure and genetic stability of human hypoxanthine phosphoribosyltransferase (HPRT) gene duplications.
We have determined the genetic stability of three independent intragenic human HPRT gene duplications and the structure of each duplication at the nucleotide sequence level. Two of the duplications were isolated as spontaneous mutations from the HL60 human myeloid leukemia cell line, while the third was originally identified in a Lesch-Nyhan patient. All three duplications are genetically unstable and have a reversion rate approximately 100-fold higher than the rate of duplication formation. The molecular structures of these duplications are similar, with direct duplication of HPRT exons 2 and 3 and of 6.8 kb (HL60 duplications) or 13.7 kb (Lesch-Nyhan duplication) of surrounding HPRT sequence. Nucleotide sequence analyses of duplication junctions revealed that the HL60-derived duplications were generated by unequal homologous recombination between clusters of Alu repeats contained in HPRT introns 1 and 3, while the Lesch-Nyhan duplication was generated by the nonhomologous insertion of duplicated HPRT DNA into HPRT intron 1. These results suggest that duplication substrates of different lengths can be generated from the human HPRT exon 2-3 region and can undergo either homologous or nonhomologous recombination with the HPRT locus to form gene duplications.